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About The IMF

THE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT FORUM
MISSION STATEMENT
The IMF is the best source for unbiased, shared information in IT. We provide the highest
quality personal service for a group of select members and work to be the best value in
their IT budget.

The Information Management Forum was founded by five CIO’s who envisioned peer-to-peer
learning in a strictly vendor-free environment. Though vendor-sponsored networks and research
companies have expanded and saturated the IT landscape over time, IMF’s goal since its
beginning in 1975 has been to be the best source of shared information in IT for a select group
of members while remaining strictly vendor-free. The diverse base of members utilizes IMF as
an extension of their staff to achieve their goals. For over thirty years one constant remains the
same: IMF’s only motive is its members’ success.

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
IMF FORUMS - MEETINGS AND WEB-BASED - are open to the
entire IT Organization, as well as for the HR functions that support IT.
Forums are kept small and interactive, and include dozens of meetings and
Web Forums that enable direct peer-to-peer interaction on topics of broad
interest.
IMF CONNECT forms ad hoc focus groups to answer specific questions.
Our members tap the experience of their peers to get answers to challenges
that they are facing within their own organizations. The IMF facilitates and
project manages these discussions and produces final summaries for our busy
members.
IMF REPORTS provide a rich archive of real-world experience
participants can draw on as they address their issues and challenges. More
than 900 reports covering the full spectrum of IT issues and challenges are
available online.
IMF BENCHMARK FORUM allows unlimited, on-demand access to
benchmark data to be used for comparative business analysis.

Visit us online at: www.TheIMF.com
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Phil Malatras joined Broadcom in February 2011. Prior to Broadcom, he enjoyed 13 years at Cisco
Systems as an IT Leader focused primarily on Engineering Services.
Phil is accredited with a Master’s Degree in Computer Science. More importantly, he has over 25
years of experience in, among other things, all facets of IT Infrastructure, IT Management and
Leadership, Client Engagement and Communications, Organizational Development and Acquisition
Integrations.
Throughout his career, Phil has understood and emphasized the importance of effective
communications both within IT and across his client communities. While most professionals choose
to focus on their tangible accomplishments, his focus has consistently been on building and leveraging
positive relationships to achieve the best possible results.
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Interpersonal and Organizational Communications) from California State University Long Beach.
Story has spent the majority of her career orchestrating and delivering purposeful communications to
elevate the effectiveness of IT organizations. She incorporates robust techniques to elicit the desired
client behaviors with the goal of maximizing understanding and minimizing confusion and resistance.
The achievement of this goal requires strategic communication planning in partnership with key
project/service leaders and business stakeholders. Story excels at building collaborative communities
within IT and, more importantly, between IT and its clients.
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Executive Summary

Communicating IT Service & Value within the Enterprise is based on a Web Forum
presentation given by Phil Malatras and Story Colling from Broadcom. The reader
will learn about Broadcom’s current IT-Business alignment model and the pivotal role
communications plays in its success. Good frontline IT communications leads to fast
and efficient customer service response resulting in satisfied customers, trust, and
credibility.
IT has evolved over the past 25 years and now the organization is expected to act as a
strategic business partner. In order for your workforce to succeed, you need the right
mix of technical understanding, collaboration and relationship management,
communication skills, business engagement skills, and business acumen. Discover
how to build and transform your current staff to meet these demands.
This report will show you which communication areas to focus on and what common,
ineffective practices to look out for in your organization. Makeshift marketing efforts
spread between technical writers, IT managers, and corporate communications teams
can lead to an inconsistent message and multiple misconceptions. Some effective
communication “myths” might even surprise you.
Find out how Broadcom successfully plans and executes their project communication
strategy. We’ll examine the high level components of a corporate communication
strategy. This includes:
 Identifying and assessing your enterprise’s multiple audiences
 Choosing the correct combination of communication tools and channels
 Creating a plan and launch schedule
 Building messages and collateral
 Formal and casual feedback gathering techniques to ensure understanding
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Communicating IT Service and
Value within the Enterprise
By Rick Schwarz, Story Colling, and Phil Malatras

B

roadcom is a global leader in
semiconductors for wired and
wireless communications. It’s
one of the largest volume fabless semiconductor suppliers in the world.
The company was founded in 1991 and went
public in April of 1998. Their 2012 net revenue totaled a little over $8 billion. They
have a broad IP portfolio with more than
18,600 U.S. and foreign patents and applications. The company is currently comprised
of approximately 11,300 employees worldwide. 80% of Broadcom’s employees is engineers. Figure 1 illustrates Broadcom’s
global outreach.

products. Our major business areas include
broadband communications, mobile and
wireless, and infrastructure and networking.
Figure 2 (Pg. 6) shows you some of the
products carrying our chips and they run the
communications gamut. We’re practically in
line with every bit of traffic moving across
the internet.
IT Makeup

Figure 3 (Pg. 6) depicts where we are from
an IT perspective. Broadcom IT is global
and lean with around 300 employees supporting a workforce of 12,000 clients.
There are some contract workers not included in those 300, but it’s still a relatively low
We’re not a commercial provider in the
number given the size of our environment.
home space and we really don’t sell into
most enterprises. We sell into manufacturers Organizationally speaking, we have what
you would find in most IT shops. An
dealing with large-scale communication
Figure 1: Broadcom has a global presence.
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Figure 2: Broadcom chips are pervasive in
homes and businesses.

Figure 3: Broadcom IT is global and lean at
around 300 employees.
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Figure 4: The current model of IT Client Services and
Business Alignment.

Infrastructure team deals with our datacenters, networking, data storage, and end
-user compute systems. There’s a traditional Business Applications team working with Business Analysts, App Development, Architecture, and Business Intelligence. We actually contract most of our
app development labor, so some of those
processes take place through stabilized
vendors. A custom group focuses on Engineering Applications like source code
management, bug tracking, build acceleration, and custom apps.

business liaisons and a few others, everything else in this group is contract labor.

IT Client Services and Business
Alignment

In our current model (Fig. 4), customers
can either call or email the Help Desk.
There are plans for improvement, but
that’s today’s process flow. The Infrastructure team deals with all things associated with infrastructure item rollouts, from
conception to delivery and ongoing support. Our Help Desk is very task-oriented
Broadcom IT organization consists of two and deals with almost all interactions
umbrella organizations: Information secu- coming in from the client community. The
rity and the Program Management Office knowledge base they use, at least for the
(PMO). We recently added the PMO and moment, is internally focused. We don’t
it has paid dividends by helping structure have collateral available to our clients.
our environment. IT Client Services is the Clients contact the Help Desk and they’re
completely serviced from start to finish.
glue holding it altogether. This is where
IT Marketing and Communications is loOur liaisons are a critical component in
cated. Aside from our global technical
this model. They are globally distributed
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and embedded within the business. This
group understands IT but has a certain
amount of autonomy when dealing with
their local clients. In other words, they can
provide custom solutions in addition to the
blanket solutions we offer the overall client community. They work closely with
the Infrastructure team and management
teams connecting the dots to ensure everyone’s informed.

of improvement. The difficulty lies in fully
educating them when so many things are
going on in the IT organization.

Our help desk is available 24x7 for any
business need. It provides a high-touch or
“concierge” level of support and problem
solving. They represent the IT brand well.
Good front line communications combined
with fast and efficient customer service
response has led to satisfied clients and a
Solutions delivered from the infrastructure solid foundation of trust. However, instead
team to the Help Desk tend to be static.
of resting on our laurels, we want to take it
We conduct surveys with our clients when to the next level.
the job is done. As you can see in Figure 4
Taking it to the next level
(Pg. 7), the Help Desk handled over
600,000 cases in 2011 and almost half a
Our goal is to have the liaison group much
million up to August 2012. The top perfor- more immersed in the everyday flow of IT
mance scoring level in our surveys is 4 we so they can truly understand the organizaconsistently hit 3.8. We’ve have a great
tion (Fig. 6, Pg. 9). This means making
relationship with our clients but there are them a bigger part of the roadmap and
some challenges left to tackle.
possibly taking ownership in deployments,
pilots, training, and ongoing support. Ultimately, we’d like to be able to hold forums
Again, our liaisons are a trusted group em- where liaisons can host and share inforbedded within the business (Fig. 5). If any- mation with our clients. It could be a localthing happens in IT, clients typically speak ized forum, where they’ve already forged
to them. It’s our job to make sure those
great relationships, or a global initiatives
liaisons fully understand what’s happenforum.
ing. Quite frankly, this is an area in need
Benefits of current model

Figure 5: Here are the benefits of Broadcom’s current model.
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Figure 6: This is how Broadcom plans to take it to the next level.

We’d like to expand the knowledge base
so it reaches beyond IT. This includes
creating collateral that’s consumable by
our clients directly via access through a
self-service portal. We’re actually using
multimedia content for this effort and
seeing great results. People seem to like
short 30-second to 2-minute video tutorials. They’re more effective than simple
text. Individuals can leverage an expanded knowledge base to learn about and fix
problems on their own. As a result, the
number of calls our service desk receives
will drop.

Why IT Marketing and
Communications?
Evolution of IT

In the past, IT was somewhat seen as order takers. Now, we’re a strategic business partner (Fig. 7, Pg. 10). This opens
up a whole different set of dialogues.
Many IT shops are filled with technical
people who lack the skills required of a
strategic business partner. As we transform and build the IT workforce, it’s important to understand the right mix of
“hard” and “soft” skills. Technical depth
is still coveted but today you need a great
A self-service portal would give clients
the ability to order online through an IT deal of soft skill to connect with clients in
a positive and engaging way. When
service catalog. It would also offer a
you’re hiring new employees, look for a
place for sharing and contributing conreasonable level of soft skills. Somebody
tent. Broadcom has a lot of passionate
individuals who have written some very who’s socially awkward may not do as
compelling content. Sharing such content well. Current staff could use help transforming their skillset.
can help others in the company. This
opens the door for holding technical foThought processes around technical derums with our client communities.
ployment should shift towards a more
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Figure 7: IT workforces have evolved over the past 25 years.

Figure 8: IT focuses on four areas of communication.
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collaborative nature. More collaboration is
going to require better relationship management. Understand when the time is
right for collaboration. Develop a definitive communication strategy for everything you do.

Similar to our IT client facing website, we
need an equally robust internal IT website
that attracts our workforce and makes
them want to learn. It has to be a place
where they can consistently find answers.
If not, they won’t visit it.

A lot of IT shops tend to be reactive in
nature. Shift to a more proactive mode.
Try anticipating client needs and their reactions to different events. All of these
elements together will help drive your
communications and marketing strategy.

There’s a whole host of specialty communications tailor made for marketing communication professionals. These help you
properly craft and format an engaging
message for both internal and external
events.

Communication focus areas

Managing perception

Establishing an IT client facing website in
the next 2-3 months is one of our top priorities (Fig. 8, Pg. 10). We’re in the process of forming an IT Advisory Group of
“friendlies.” These are people who understand the general space, represent their
team, and hold influence within the client
community. Bringing this group together
helps us establish relationships and gain
buy-in across the different business units
for project rollouts and other types of
activities.

Miscommunication or no communication
will wreck brilliant technical execution.
Today it’s about driving client perception
instead of simply delivering a message.
The quality of our communication has to
be top rate. We want penetration in everything we do. For example, when we deploy a service we prefer full adoption over
basic use. The value of that service needs
to be fully understood and leveraged by
our clients. Only then can we really enhance workforce productivity.

Some communication channels have to
span both our clients and internal group.
This includes elements like incident management and change management. We do
a good job managing the technical side but
connecting the dots for clients can be a
struggle. It’s an area we’ll continue to
improve.

Common Ineffective Communication
Practices
Technical writers

Most IT organizations are forced to limp
along with makeshift marketing or communications by utilizing one or more of
the areas represented in Figure 9 (Pg. 12).
Technical writers usually don’t achieve
Internal communication is often flat out
desired results because they’re not trained
just missed. Going back to our liaisons,
in strategic marketing. They don’t have
it’s difficult for them to fully understand
what’s happening, particularly when prod- experience with the various company audiuct and service owners don’t make an ef- ences and their sensitivities. This group
tends to not understand the full frontline
fort to engage or educate them.

IT Communications Strategy
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Figure 9: Makeshift marketing and communication
efforts often lead to ineffective communication.

impact as they are rarely included in strategic meetings. Their sole focus is technical writing - Help Desk solutions, audit
documentation, etc. Unfortunately, many
are at a level in the organization where
they’re seen as order takers. So even if you
have a brilliant tech writer who is educated
in strategic communications, those plans
may not be accepted. You typically end up
with materials too techy for the intended
audience and their communication plan
suggestions are rejected due to a known
“order taker” status.

their comfort zone so their strategic plan
of choice may not be what’s best for a project rollout. There’s also a bandwidth issue
associated with this group. The demand
for their attention and leadership in their
technical area of expertise leaves them no
time to deal with the communications.
This results in little to no communication,
missed opportunities, or reactive communication.
Corporate marketing

Sometimes IT shops reach out and ask for
assistance from Corporate Marketing.
IT managers
They are communication experts, but
If you don’t use tech writers, most comthey’re not familiar with IT and IT client
munication work falls on somebody in IT sensitivities. It’s also difficult for them to
Management like a group lead or project
pitch communication plans within the IT
manager. Like technical writers, they’re
organization because they’re used to pitchnot trained in strategic marketing or com- ing to other communications people. As a
munications. This group may be aware of result, some of their great suggestions fall
the different business audiences but they
by the wayside. Normally, their bandwidth
don’t fully understand them from an enter- is so tight, all they can offer is help on a
prise-wide launch perspective. They’re
news article or proofreading a broadcast
usually IT task-oriented and have an ana- email. Most IT people also feel it would
lytical mindset. Communications is not in take too much effort to catch them up on
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IT knowledge. The absence of IT
More communication does not equal betknowledge leads to messages that are too ter communication. In fact, sometimes
high level for the audience.
more communication can make matters
even worse. If you stream a lot of broadEmail as a plan
cast emails, people may start to ignore
them. Being too lengthy in your presentaCorporate Marketing and Communications or emails can bore people. Once
tions lack of bandwidth to support IT
means it’s up to the technical writers and they stop paying attention, you’ve lost.
Sometimes less is more.
project management. They’ll tell you
they have a communication strategy... It’s
called email. After all, email is quick and
easy. You send an attachment and receive
minimal pushback. There’s no public
speaking involved and, best of all, you’re
not seen as the bad guy. Again, IT staff
members are analytical in nature. They
usually fear speaking in front of large
audiences. However, email is not an actual strategy and it’s not an ideal “plan” for
communication. Emails are impersonal
and can be misread in tone. It’s hard
enough to know if someone opened your
email, let alone read it.

Meaning is not in the words we choose.
People put meaning into words. For example, if you tell someone something
needs to be done immediately or right
away, they might think you mean by the
end of the day. However, you may have
meant it needs to be done within the
hour. Pick specific terms that resonate
with your listeners or receivers.
A listener is not a passive receiver of
messages. Instead, your message is filtered through their personal experiences.
Bits and pieces of information merge
with what they know and the results are
usually not what you intended.

* Sometimes, when it comes down to it,
all you have time for is email. So how can
you create the most effective email mes- Sending information does not equal efsage? Find email tips and techniques in fective communication. Just because you
Appendix A.
said or sent it doesn’t mean they understood it or bough into the message. TellEffective Communication
ing the audience multiple times, providing demonstrations, and sending detailed
Common misperceptions
instructions don’t even guarantee understanding. Check your feedback mechaHere are some common misperceptions
nism and properly assess the audience to
about effective communication:
mitigate these misunderstandings.
1. More communication equals better
What is effective communication?
communication.
2. Meaning is in the words we choose.
3. A listener is a passive receiver of a
message.
4. Sending information equals effective
communication.

Communication is considered effective
when your message is interpreted by the
listener or receiver in the same way you
intended it to be. This is a challenge to
many in both their business and personal
lives. Fortunately, there are tools and
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Figure 10: There’s a lot that goes into project
communication planning and execution.

Figure 11: These are the high level components of
a corporate communication strategy.
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mechanisms available to help you
achieve maximum efficiency. You’re
never going to achieve 100% but these
can help decrease resistance and increase understanding. For the purpose of
this presentation, we’ll focus on project
communication from planning to execution.

Project Communication Planning
and Execution
All IT shops have a project methodology. Figure 10 on page 14 illustrates
Broadcom’s approach and the first step
is “Assess.” There is a key component of
good communication in practically every
phase. In the first stage, our goal is to
engage the stakeholders and business for
input and/or awareness. The next stage
is “Plan” and this is where we create our
communication plan. A lot of things are
happening so it’s important to have a
communication plan that coincides with
the project plan.

return-on-investment. Don’t let penetration and training fall by the wayside
once a project is completed.

Identify Your Audiences
Figure 11 on page 14 depicts the high
level components of a corporate communication strategy. How do you establish
a communication plan for a project?
First, you need to identify your audiences. Keep in mind there are multiple audiences and people usually fall into one of
three categories: Inform, Engage, or Participate (Fig. 12, Pg. 16).
Inform
You’ll find a majority of the client community typically resides under the
“Inform” category. These are the individuals who will actually be impacted.
They need to be educated and prepared
prior to the change. One common pitfall
IT shops experience is trying to think
about all users because of an enterprisewide application. Get more detailed and
separate your audiences. For example,
separate it based on Windows and UNIX
users or super users.

During the “Build” stage we like to inform and engage interested clients. I
strongly recommend performing a pilot
program, especially if you’re dealing
with a large rollout. The “Test” stage is If you’re working with a global deploywhere we spend time and effort creating ment, communication with clients in
communications and training materials. China will be different than communication with U.S. clients. Are they using a
Next, in the “Deploy” phase, we use a
different version? Do they have certain
high-touch rollout campaign combined
restrictions for that application? English
with training. Training is critical at this
is more than likely their second lanjuncture so make it a primary focus. Unguage, so also consider this factor when
fortunately, many organizations drop the
drafting messages.
ball after deployment. You’ve just spent
a lot of money on a new application or
Engage
upgrade. What are you doing for ongoing client education? If you have a tool People who fall into the “Engage” category are opinionated and vocal. They
you’ve invested not being used to its
fullest capacity, you’re not seeing a true want to be heard and will be heard.

IT Communications Strategy
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Figure 12: A critical part of the communication process is
identifying your multiple audiences.

They’re also influential people. You may
find pockets of your super users who are
very sensitive to their applications and
tend to be on the vocal side. It could be
key communities. For Broadcom, it’s the
engineering community. In my experience
with other companies, it’s a particular division. Some divisions are larger than others. Prior to Broadcom I worked at American Honda Motor Company. The needs of
the Auto division were much more sensitive than the Motorcycle or Parts divisions
so I had to separate them out as special
audiences in some cases for project
rollouts. Are there particular areas in your
company used to a certain level of service?
You can’t just roll them in with the rest of
the users. How are you addressing VP’s
and Senior VP’s in your company? This
may require separation for rollouts. You
have to handle some groups differently
than the masses.

als may not have the title but do have excellent networking skills. This will help
you spread the word throughout your organization. Look into executive committees and advisory boards to find these critical pieces.
I like to use the administrative population
because they have the management team’s
ear. They are well respected and the “goto” person for their particular organization
in some cases. Try to include them in
some form or capacity. You may want to
include them in your pilot program, so
separate them out as an audience.
Participate

The last category is “Participate” and this
includes the individuals who are excited
and knowledgeable. They’re technical
enthusiasts who want to participate, so try
to harness that energy. There are people on
the business side with a wealth of
Influencers are people you need for buy-in knowledge. Perhaps they’ve been with the
purposes. They can be champions of
company for a while so they’ve experichange for your initiative. These individu- enced deployments of similar size and
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stature. Some of these individuals have
the added benefit of an enterprise-wide
view. This keeps you from working in a
vacuum.

You hear IT shops are mainly made up
of introverts, but there are some vocal
individuals. There’s a mix of personalities similar to any other department. An
example of a vocal person may be a
You may want to include people from
manager running a lean team who’s prothis group in the design phase or possi- tective of his/her team and resources.
bly even your pilot program. However, Give them advanced notice of change or
you don’t want a pilot program made of they’re going to be angry. This could
only people from this group. It’s good to lead to a slow down or glitch in commuhave a cross-section of individuals from nication if you don’t address it. Others
each category so it’s not one-sided.
are vocal because they’re detailoriented.
Internal IT
Internal IT is an often overlooked group.
A lot of time people want to focus their
communications efforts solely on the
business and client users but this can be
a recipe for disaster. Client communications will not be successful without thorough internal IT communications. How
is the Apps team going to be impacted?
What about the Infrastructure team? Are
there possible security components to
this new application that need to be
checked? The help desk is critical in any
deployment because they’re going to be
inundated with calls from users. They
need to have the proper training and solution documentation way in advance.

Our Liaisons are considered influential
and some refer to them as business alliance managers. Engage such groups and
individuals who are going to be critical
to your success. Similar to the business
side, include internal IT in your design
and testing so you’re not operating in a
vacuum.

Asses Your Audiences

By this point you’re probably thinking “I
really don’t have time for all of this.”
However, you only need to focus on a
few key areas (Fig. 13, Pg. 18). You can
keep it high-level without writing a
twenty page thesis. Determine what they
know about the topic to date so you have
You might think these steps are basic
a place to start. How much do they know
Project Management 101. Some IT
about technology? Never forget techshops are lucky. They have a deep bench
nical knowledge levels vary greatly in
of project managers available who are
organizations. Most companies are also
very thorough. However, in most cases,
global these days, so account for the
you’re running lean with a limited numpossibility of English being a second
ber of project managers. As a result,
language.
group leads and subject matter experts
are usually left to run the project. Their People have limited bandwidths for
project management skills may not be
knowledge so you can’t throw everythe sharpest so it’s beneficial to include thing at them. What are the top items
a communication aspect.
they have to understand? Attitude

IT Communications Strategy
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Figure 13: You have to look at several factors when
assessing your audiences.

Figure 14: A combination of communication
methods and tools is the best approach.

Figure 15: There are a number of formal and informal
communication tools at your disposal.
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towards the topic is a crucial element. If
someone’s fearful or concerned about an
issue, work counter measures into your
email and presentation talking points.
Failure to address such concerns will
result in inefficient planning and lack of
trust.

from both categories will provide the
most effective communication.

One of the tactics I use is an all-hands
meeting. People like seeing the data and
having an opportunity to ask questions.
However, there are some things to consider with this kind of meeting. What if
What’s in it for them? People need to
someone misses it? Is there a video of it?
know why they should care or act. Even Where’s it posted online? What if
if it’s for compliance, what’s in it for the someone’s afraid to ask questions in
company? The final focus area is
front of a large audience? Will there be
“Desired End Result.” What’s your
FAQs posted online? You can address
overall goal for this audience? How will these issues with a mixture of warm
you know if this communication is suc- AND cold communications.
cessful? Have a goal or end-state in
Figure 15 (Pg. 18) lists some examples
mind.
of formal and informal communications.
Each audience is unique so you should
Again, formal usually pushes inforperform a separate assessment for each mation out (one-way communication),
audience. Remember, communications
while informal incorporates a personal
involves feelings and politics. Choose
touch. An effective communication plan
your communications tools and channels gives you both.
based on these assessments.
Sensitive and high profile projects reWarm and Cold Communications quire more use of warm communication
tools. Failure to do so will result in an
High level communications components undesired outcome. Most IT shops have
basically fall into one of two categories managers and executives perform warm
(Fig. 14, Pg. 18). Formal communicacommunications exercises like presentations are usually forms of one-way com- tions and informational “Road Shows.”
munication that lack a personal delivery Not everyone is comfortable in this envimechanism. Some examples include
ronment, but we’re evolving the IT oremail broadcasts, internet news article
ganization. Soft skills like relationship
postings, and video training. These are
building are important so use this as a
labeled “cold” because they’re more for- training ground. Invest in it and reap the
mal and structured, not because they’re rewards.
bad.
Next, build your communications plan
Informal communications, on the other and launch schedule (Appendix B). Inhand, are considered “warm” because
corporate time to create messages and
they’re forms of two-way communicacollateral. Some of this may require
tion with a personal delivery mechaapproval so take that into consideration
nism. Combining tools and channels
as well.
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Check for Understanding
Formal feedback

receiving hits? When are people visiting?
Lack of visits could mean altering your
communications plan.

Think about the common misperceptions
for effective communication from earlier.
Just because you say or send something,
doesn’t mean it was understood. This is
why it’s important to check for understanding. You can opt for the more extensive route of formal feedback by conducting online surveys or one-on-one interviews after a project’s completed. A feedback mechanism on the website is another
option.

Check your help desk statistics after a particular launch. How many calls were related to your topic? Did a specific issue stand
out above the rest? You may need to perform damage control.

Informal feedback

What to ask

Action tracking through back-end systems
is another option. For example, let’s say
you sent out a notice for users to change
their passwords. In some cases, you can
track how many users have complied.

When gathering formal or casual feedback, try
Most of us don’t have time for formal
feedback so I encourage you to try casual to focus on these four areas:
feedback. Something is better than noth1. How well do people understand the
ing. Ask a cross-section of individuals in
materials?
passing after a broadcast email campaign
If they have trouble understanding the
or one-week deployment. What are people materials - Why?
saying? Monitor the audience’s non-verbal
reactions during a presentation. Are they
2. What do they like about the materials?
rolling their eyes or checking email inWhat do they think could be improved?
stead of paying attention during certain
slides? Maybe they have negative feelings 3. Do people think the materials are
about a slide so they’re expressing it
relevant to them?
through actions. Ask for feedback immedi- Why or why not?
ately after the presentation as people congregate in the halls or hang around the
4. Why do people think you are creating and
meeting room. You can also listen for
distributing these materials?
“chatter” in common areas. It could surWhat do they think is the purpose of the
prise you what people say when they don’t materials?
know you’re part of a campaign or project.
Just start listening and you’ll receive some
Repercussions or Rewards
candid feedback.
Poor or non-existent communication will
Data-centric feedback
give you limited buy-in from the user client community. People feel like they’re
If you launch an email or website, take
advantage of web analytics. This is a type being left in the dark. There’s going to be
confusion and inefficiency. As a result,
of data-centric feedback. Is your website
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Figure 16: Effective communication can improve ROI.
Poor communication leads to missed opportunities.

you’ll experience lack of trust, resistance, and what I refer to as
“malicious obedience.” In other words,
you got someone to do what you wanted
them to do but they’re not happy about
it. All of this reduces your ROI because
you’re not getting the most out of your
technology investment. You’ve missed
opportunities for engagement and collaboration with your client community.
Worst of all, IT’s credibility and image
has been damaged.

and minimize misunderstandings. You
won’t completely eliminate misunderstandings, but these tactics will reduce
the number. When you deploy a new
technology or change, the desired end
result should be early and thorough
adoption. Communication is a key cog
in the process. Better communication
produces a better ROI.

Effective communication planning and
execution takes time and effort. There
are clear expectations. Properly inform
and educate. Create buy-in and collaboration. Address possible fears and negative pushbacks to improve credibility

IT Communications Strategy
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Appendix A: Broadcast Email
Tips & Techniques
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Appendix B: Communications
Plan & Launch Schedule

IT Communications Strategy
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Upcoming IMF Events

IT Architecture & Planning Forum
August 15 - 16, 2013
Hyatt Lodge and Hamburger University
Oak Brook, IL

IT Senior Executive Forum
October 7 - 8, 2013
PGA National Resort & Spa
Palm Beach Gardens, FL
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